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ABSTRACT

Diamond has been grown on single crystal beryllium oxide by hot-filament
chemical vapor deposition. The diamond particles were characterized by
Raman spectroscopy, and the morphology and microscructure investigated
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and plan-view and cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It has been confirmed that
diamond grew epicaxially on the basal plane of BeO with the epitaxial

relationship (I ll }diamoand//(000l }Iso and <1'i0>diarmond rotated by less ,han 60

with respect to <11 2_>OBo. Diamond was also grown on the (1120) prism
plane of BeO. A selected area diffraction pattern obtained from plan-view
specimens indicaCed the presence of a set of spots that corresponded to the

(10101 planes of hexagonal diamond or to the 3(422) forbidden spots of

cubic diamond. During diamond deposition on (1l20)3,o surfaces, small
particles of beryllium carbide (BeC) were also observed.



I. INTRODUCTION

Diamond films obtained by various chemical vapor deposition techniques
are almost all polycrystalline and randomly oriented. However, for
electronic applications single crystal flms are desirable. Diamond single
crystal films with large areas have only been gTown successfully by
homoepitaxy on single crystal diamond substrares.t-3  Diamond
heteroepitaxy on foreign subsutates, e.g., Si Ni, CaS, , c-BN9.1 0 and 13
SiCU-•12, has been limited to small areas.

Cubic BN has a similar structure to diamond and close lartice match (within
2%). However, growth of large single crystal c-BLN is probably as difficult as
growing large diamond single crystals.

Diamond interfaces with c-BN and BeO have been studied theoretically.
These studies show that BeO is, like c-BN, a potentially good substrate for
heceroepitaxial growth of diamond. The Be-O bond length in BeO is 0.165
nm, only 7% greater than the C-C bond length of 0.154 nm in diamond.
Also, the BeO/diamond adhesion energy was estimated to be 4.6 I/m 2 ,
slightly smaller than that of c-BN/diamond (5.4 J/m 2 ).13.1-

One advantage of BeO is that high quality large crystals can be easily grown
by a flux process. 15. 16  BeO has the wurtzite crystal sm'ucture t 7 and only by
heating to temperatures above 21000 C does it transform to tetragonal beta-
beryllia.t 3

The wurtzice crystal structure is based on a h.c.p. lattice with a basis of two
atoms per lattice point; Be at (I13, 2/3, 0) and 0 at (i/3, 2/3, 3/8) or vice
versa. This structure (Table I) is geometrically similar to Lonsdaleite
(hexagonal diamond) and thus the first nearest neighbor positions in BeO
are similar to those of cubic diamond. Since the bonding in both diamond
and BeO is dominated by nearest neighbor interactions, BeO is a particularly
attractive substrate for the heteroepitaxial growth of diamond.

Very different situations for heteroepitaxy are encountered on the different

BeO surfaces. The unreconstructed prism planes, e.g., (I1110) and (1010),
prese,:t a situation in which the first and second nearest neighbors are
geometrically similar to hexagonal diamond. These surfaces ar: comprised
of six-membered rings in the "boat" conformation, which should
presumably favor the heteroepitaxial growth of hexagonal diamond (Fig. 1).



The unreconstructed basal plane surface of BeO is comprised of six-
membered rings in the *chair' conformation. The first earest aeighbor
interactions are therefore the same for a layer of either cubic or hexagonal
diamond. Also, because BeO is aon-centrosymmetric, it is a polar crystal
and the two basal planes are terminated by beryllium and oxygen. We
arbitrarily choose the (0001) surface as beryllium terminated and the

(0001) as oxygen terminated. In an atomic hydrogen environment, the.
beryllium-terminated basal plane is expected to be more resistant to etching
than the oxygen-terminated plane.1 9

IL. EXPERIMENTAL

Hot-filament assisted chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) is one of the most
popular methods to grow diamond because of its simplicity, low, cost, and
ease of scaling up to large surfaces. However, metal contamination from
the filament has been detected within the deposited film20 and in the
interfacial layers.21.2- Much of this contamination comes from the initial
heating up of the filament at the beginning of the deposition, perhaps from
volatile metal oxides such as WO,. To reduce contamination, we use a
movable molybdenum shutter that can be placed between the filament and
the substrate during start-up. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), was
used to detect W contamination within a continuous diamond film grown on
a scratched silicon wafer. No W contamination was detected either in the
bulk of the film or at the interface between the silicon substrate and the
film.

Prior to start-up, the molybdenum shutter was placed in between the
filaments and substrate. A flow of 100 sccm of H2 at 20 Torr was started
and the temperature of four filaments connected in series was raised to
approximately 20000 C. The temperature of the substrate holder during this
procedure was approximately 500'C. Since the shutter was between the
filaments and the substrate, the substrate surface was exposed primarily to
molecular hydrogen, which cleans the surface of nitrogen, water,
hydrocarbons, or any other atmospheric contamination adsorbed by the
surface. After ten minutes, a flow of 0.5 sccm of CH4 was started. The
shutter was removed 5 minutes later and the distance between the substrate
holder and the filaments reduced from 22 min to 5 mm. The sample
temperature was estimated by a thermocouple at one side of, and at the
same level as, the sample. The measured temperature was 850'C. The
substrate holder was rotated at 1/3 rpm to ensure deposition uniformity.



After deposition, the samples were examined by conventional TEM in a
Phillips CM20 scanning aransmissioa electon microscope (STEM) operated
at 200 kV. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (-RTEM) was
performed in a JEOL 4000EX operated at 400 kV (point-to-point resolution
of -0.18 nm at Scherzer defocus). Micro Raman spectoscopy was
performed with a Dilor XY modular Raman spectrometer, which has a sparial
resolution of approximately 1 ;m.

III. RESULTS

A. Diamond growth on (OOO)BSeO

A single crystal of <0001> oriented BeO was provided by Brush -Wellman
Inc. After verification of its orientation by X-ray Laue reflection, the sample
was cut into small pieces (2x2x2 mm3). The (0001) basal plane was

selected for diamond deposition instead of the (0001) oxygen-terminated
plane, because it is expected to be more resistant to attack in an atomic
hydrogen environment. We determed the polarity of the crystal using the
pyroelectric effect.t 9 The samples were polished with 4000 grade SiC paper
and cleaned ultrasonically in isopropanol. SEM and Raman spectroscopy
were performed after sample removal from the reactor. Figure 2 shows the
hexagonal-shaped crystals obtained, a number of which have the same
orientation. These oriented crystals presented a strong and narrow Raman
line at 1332 cm-1 and no broad peak at 1500 cm-1 (Fig. 3).

An unreconstructed step along a <1010> direction on the basal plane of a

wurtzite structure defines a (11101 prism plane. Assuming that diamond
growth on a stepped (0001) surface of BeO takes place by nucleation at the
step followed by lateral growth, one can speculate that the initial deposit
may have the hexagonal structure (Fig. 4a). An unreconstructed three layer
high step on a (000)BO surface presents the same geometrical
configuration as boat-boat bicyclodecane (Fig. 4b) proposed as a model
precursor species for the nucleation of diamond.-3 Computer simulation of
diamond growth from nuclei with two parallel stacking errors, e.g., the
boat-boat bicyclodecane shows that rapid growth of a thin crystal of
Lonsdaleite with the ABAB... stacking sequence can be achieved in the early
stages of diamond growth.- 4 .25 After the elimination of the surface steps,
subsequent growth on this initial layer would presumably be cubic diamond,
which is more stable than the hexagonal phase. This may be the reason that



the oriented crystals chat we observed in this study are hexagonal in shape
but have a cubic Rarnan signal at 1332 cm-'.

We prepared a <1120> cross-sectional TEM specimen from the BeO (0001)
sample for conventional and high resolution TEM. Figures 5a and 5b

respectively show a cross-sectional micrograph and the corresponding (1101
zone axis diffraction pattern of cubic diamond with the electron beam

approximately parallel to (ll1-O]Bo. To reach the (1i10 zone axis of
diamond it was necessary to tilt --6o around the (00011 direction of BeO.

This 6' misorientation be:ween the (1I0] zone axis of diamond and the

(I I201 zone axis of BeO can be observed in Fig. 5c, which shows the
selected area diffraction pattern of the diamond[BeO interface. The black
arrows in this figure identify the III diffraction spots of diamond. A set of
weak spots (white arrows) corresponding to 0001 BeO diffraction spots
planes are located along one set of III diffraction spots of diamond. No
other structure has been found at the interface between the diamond
particle and BeO.

These results show that the diamond particle in Fig. 5a has grown epitaxially
on BeO such chat the (111) planes of diamond are closely parallel to the

(00011 planes of BeO and <1H0>di..od is rotated by -6* with respect to

< 120> BeO. No microsa-uctural details can be seen in Fig. 5a because the
diamond particle is too thick.

The same sample was further treated by ion milling to get a thinner
interface for high resolution TEM. Figure 6a is a TEM micrograph of the
same single crystal diamond grain shown in Fig. 5a. At the top left corner of
this micrograph, a micro-twin band can be observed that lies on (Ill)
diamond planes parallel to the (0001) BeO surface. The diffraction pattern,
Fig. 6b, from this corner clearly shows one set of twin spots (white arrows)
located at one-third of the distance between the transmitted beam and the
primary spots from the untwinned diamond; this is typically observed in
CVD diamond films.- 6  Figure 6c shows an HRTE,,'Mf image of the diamond.

Since the diamond grain is in a lHO1] orientation, two sets of [I II fringes
with 0.206 nm spacing are visible. Note that micro-twins are only present
with their (I1l) habit planes parallel to the (0001) surface of BeO. The 60

misorientation between the (1101diamo.d and the (ll-01Bo zone axis
makes it impossible to obtain a good HRTEM image of BeO and diamond
simultaneously, and thus also. from the BeO/diamond interface.



Tilting the specimen to the (112.01 zone axis of BeO (Fig. 6d) made ::

possible to observe the (1100) and (0001) fringes of BeO with 0-7234 n m

and 0.438 zm spacings, respectively. The (111) diamond planes visible in
Fig. 6d form an angle of -70Q with the (0001) planes of BeO. This
corresponds to the angle between (1111 crystallographic planes of cubic
diamond (70"32') and shows that the (111) diamond planes are parallei to.
the BeO (0001) basal plane.

Similar results have been obtained with another <111.0> cross-sectional TEM
specimen prepared under the same conditions. Figure 7a shows a cross-
sectional micrograph of a diamond particle grown on the basal plane of
BeO. In this micrograph the diamond particle is connected to the BeO
substrate only at its periphery with its center separated from *the basal
plane; the bright contrast at the interface forms an angle of approximately
50. Some micro-twins bands parallel to the BeO surface can also be
observed in the right hand side of the diamond particle. A selected area
diffraction pattern (Fig. 7b) was obtained from the right hand interface
between the diamond particle and the BeO substrate. This diffraction
pattern corresponds to a <110> zone axis of cubic diamond with the

electron beam tilted less that 30 with respect to <ll 2O>BeO. A set of spots
(black arrows), corresponding to (0001}OOB planes, form an angle of -8'
with one set of III spots of cubic diamond (white arrows). We believe that
at the early stages of growth, the diamond particle has grown with one of
its (111) planes parallel to the (OOOI)BeO surface. During the process,
internal stress produced the separation between the diamond particle and
the surface to form the angle of 8V.

The epitaxial relationship found corresponds to the ideal superposition of
the (Il l) planes of diamond on top of the (0001) basal planes of BeO as
show in the model presented in Fig. 8. Here it is assumed that the carbon
atoms are bonded to the Be atoms at the interface.

B. Diamond growth on (ll 2 0)BeO

A single crystal sample of BeO with a (1120) surface, also obtained from
Brush Wellman Inc., was prepared for plan-view TELM prior to diamond

deposition. Several 3x3 mm! sections were cut from the original (111-0)
oriented sample after verification of its orientation by X-ray Laue reflection.
The substrates were then mechanically thinned to a thickness of 100 tL m



using a final polish with 4000 grade SiC paver. They were then dimpled to a
thickness of 30 Mm at the central region. Finally, ion-milling from both

sides of the substrate with 5 k V Ar produced a hole at the center of the
sample. At this stage the samples were introduced to the CVD reactor. The
deposition conditions were the same as those used for (000l)B.o substrate;
only the deposition time was shorter (4 hours) in order to study the initial
stages of nucleation. Figure 9 shows a SEM micrograph of one of the
samples prepared in this way after Au sputtering to avoid charging of the
insulating BeQ substrate. Only diamond particles grown in the thinner
regions of the substrote were useful for TEM studies. This micrograph also
shows that the surface of the sample is rough and stepped, and thus it is
possible that some of the diamond particles did not grow direcdy on the

(11-0) plane of BeO.

A dark-field image of a diamond particle is observed in Fig. 10a with the
corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern (Fig. 10b) obtained
from the top corner of the diamond. The beam direction in this figure is

parallel to the (11201 zone axis of BeO. The arrowed spots in Fig. 10b

identify the (1100), (1101), (0001) and (0002) planes of Ben and the white
ones correspond to one set of (111 1 planes of cubic diamond. The extra
spots observed in this figure come from double diffraction when the
original electron beam is diffracted by some of the (111} planes of the
diamond particle on top of Bed. The geometry is such that the diffracted
beams from the diamond particle are incident on some of the BeO planes at
the Bragg angle. Effectively, these extra spots disappeared when the
specimen was tilted a few degrees about the axis connecting the III spots
of cubic diamond. Under these conditions, the extra spots in this
diffraction pattern formed a similar dark-field image as the one shown in
Fig. 10a.

The same diamond particle was tilted so that the beam direction was
parallel to the (1111 zone axis. The corresponding diffraction pauern is
shown in Fig. tOc. The six strong spots around the transmitted spot
correspond to {220} planes of cubic diamond (d = 0.126 nm). Figure 10d
shows a dark-field image of the diamond obtained from one of these strong

spots. The three black-arrowed spots in Fig. 10c correspond to the (1100),

(1100) and (0113) planes of BeO. In addition, six weak spots (white
arrows) appear around the direct spot. From their spacing (d = 0.219 nrn),

these could be assigned to I0M0 spots from hexagonal diamond or to the



,(422) forbidden spots from cubic diamond. The latter could occur

because of incomplete unit cells at the (1111 surfaces of diamond."- -As

mentioned before, the unreconstructed (1120) prism plane presents a

"boat" structure favorable for the heteroepitaxial growth of hexagonal

diamond. In this case a buffer layer of hexagonal diamond may grow at the

surface of BeO before a cubic diamond structure starts growing. Future
work, e.g., cross-sectional specimens, will be necessary to confirm the
presence of this buffer layer.

Small particles of beryllium carbide (Be,") were also present in this sample.

Figure [la shows a SAD pattern obtained from a BeC particle. The 020,

"220 and 200 diffraction spots of Be-,C are indicated by black arrows, while

the white arrows identify the 00"t, 1100 and 1101 diffraction spots of BeO.

This indicates that the electron beam is parallel to the [001] direction of

BeC and the ([1101 direction of BeO. Figure lib shows a dark field image

of the Be 2 C particle. Note that some small BeC particles also light up. The

structure of the small particles has been also confirmed by the HRTEM

micrograph shown in Fig. lic where rhe (1010) and (0001) fringes of BeO

with 0.234 nm and 0.438 zm spacing, respectively, are observed. The BeC

particle shown is in a (110] orientation and two sets of (1111 fringes with

0.247 n m spacing are visible. Beryllium carbide has the antifluorite

structure (Table 1) and is easily hydrolyzed by contact with moist air to

form Be(OH).2 at room temperature.2 -.29  Its presence indicates that Be1 C

can be stable in small quantities, or when it is protected by a very thin layer

of another material. In any case, its formation should be avoided for
diamond heteroepitaxy because its presence is not favorable for this
purpose.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(i) Diamond particles were grown heteroepitaxially on the basal plane of
BeO with an epitaxial relationship (Ill diamond // 1000111a3O and

<1l0>diamond rotated by less than 61 with respect to <1120>Beo. Since large
crystals of 3eO can be grown, this material is a potential substrate for

growing diamond single crystals, or highly oriented diamond films.



(F) HRTEM image and SAD patemrns of tie diamond/BeO interfac: 5how
that, under the conditions atlized, no interfacial phases form during the
depositon of diamond on BeO.

(iii) No epitaxial relationship has been found when diamond is grown on

( 1 20)Beo.

(iv) Small partcles of Be.C have been found when diamond is grown on the

(I I 0) prism plane of BeO.

(v) SAD pattern of diamond grown on the (1120) prism plane of BeO shows

the presence of weak spots that can be assigned to either the forbidden

3(422) spots of cubic diamond, or the 1010 diffraction spots of hexagonal

diamond.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Crystallographic model of the ideal heteroepitxial growth of

hexagonal diamond on the (1120) surface of BeO. Grey, whim
and black balls are respecTively carbon, oxygen and beryllium
atoms. It is assumed that C is bonded to Be at the interface.

Figure 2. Hexagonal-shaped diamonds, some showing the same orientation.
gown on the (0001) basal plane of BeO.

Figure 3. Raman signal of cubic diamond particles shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 4. (a) Crystallographic model representing an initial depositOf
hexagonal diamond on an unreconstructed three layer step of
(OOOI)BsO. Grey, white and black balls are respectively carbon,
oxygen and beryllium atoms.

(b) Boar-boat bicyclodecane with two parallel stacking errors.
Positions of two carbon ad-atoms are shown as black circles.

Figure 5. (a) <1 120>sco cross-sectional TEM micrograph of diamond on
BeO.

(b) (110] zone axis diffraction pattern of the diamond single
crystal shown in Fig. 5a.

(c) Il10]d iamod SAD pattern from the BeO/diamond interface
shown in Fig. 5a.

Figure 6. (a) TEM micrograph of the diamond grain shown in Fig. 5a
after further ion milling.

(b) Set of twin spots between the IlII diamond diffraction spots
corresponding to the plane parallel to the (0001) BeO surface.

(c) ERTEM image of the (1101 oriented diamond. (1111 fringes
with 0.206 nm spacing are visible in the diamond.

(d) HRTEM image of the (11[01 oriented BeO where traces of



(1 100) and (0001) planes with 0..l4 ,m and 0.43 58 amr so

respectvely, are visible. The (11i) diamond plan= form 3n angle
of -70" with the (0001) planes of BeO.

Figure 7. Crystallographic model of the ideal superposition of (111)
diamond on top of the (0001) basal planes of BeO. Grey,
white and black bails are respectively carbon, oxygen and
beryllium atoms.

Figure 8. (a) <1 120>sBo cross-sectional TEM micrograph of diamond on
BeO.

(b) (11 01diaond SAD pattern from the BeO/diamond interface.
Black arrows denote BeO 0001 diffraction spots. White arrows
denote 111 diffraction spots from cubic diamond. The angle
between (OOO)eO and (Ili)diamoad is approximately 8'.

Figure 9. SEM micrograph of a (11-0)Beo plan-view TEM sample after
diamond deposition.

Figure 10. (a) Dark-field image of diamond grown on (1120) surface of
BeO.

(b) SAD pattern obtained with the electron beam parallel to

([1 0] zone axis of BeO. Black-arrowed spots identify the

(1 100), (1]01), (0001) and (0002) planes of BeO; the white
arrows denote correspond to one set of (1111 planes of cubic
diamond. The extra spots observed in this figure come from
double diffraction.

(c) Diffraction pattern of diamond shown in Fig. 10a tilted to its

(111] zone axis. The six strong spots correspond to the (22_0}
planes of cubic diamond. The three black-arrowed spots are
from BeO and the six weak spots (white-arrowed) can be

assigned as 10"0 of hexagonal diamond or the '( 42 2 ) forbidden

spots of cubic diamond.

(d) Dark-field image of the diamond obtained with one of the

W2-0} planes shown in Fig. 10c.



Figure 11. (a) SAD pauern obtained from the large Be2C partcle showu in
Fig. lib. Black arrows denote the 020, 220 and 200 difacdon
spots of Be'2C. White arrows denote the 0001, 1100 and 1101
diffLaction spots of BeO.

(b) Dark field image of Be2C formed from one of the black-
arrowed spot shown in Fig. I la.

(c) HRTEM micrograph of a small Bc2C particle on BeO showing

the (1010) and (0001) fringes of BeO with 0.234 nm and 0.438

nm spacing respectively and two sets of (111) fringes of Be'2C
with 0.247 nm spacing.



Figure 1. Crystallographic model of the ideal heteroepitaxial growth of

hexagonal diamond on the (1120) surface of BeO. Grey, white
and black balls are respectively carbon, oxygen and beryllium atoms.
It is assumed here that C is bonded to Be at the interface.

Figure 2. Hexagonal-shaped diamonds, some showing the same orientation,
grown on the (0001) basal plane of BeO.
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Figure 3. Raman signal of cubic diamond particles shown in Fig. 2.

a) b)

86AC-boas bICYCIad*C4A*i

Figure 4. (a) Crystallographic model representing an initial deposit of
hexagonal diamond on an unreconstructed three layer step of
(.000l)BcO. Grey, white and black balls are respectively carbon,
oxygen and beryllium atoms.
(b) Boat-boat bicyclodecane with tw



Figure 5. (a) <11 20 >BcO cross-sectional TEM micrograph of diamond on
BeO.

Figure 5. (b) ([ ITo zone axis diffraction pattern of the diamond single
crystal shown in Fig. 5a.



Figure 5. (c) (llOkliawond SAD pattern from the BeO/diamond interface shown
in Fig. 5a.

Figure 6. (a) TEM micrograph of the diamond grain shown in Fig. 5a after
further ion milling.



Figure 6. (b) Set of twin spots between the 111 diamond diffraction spots
corresponding to the plane parallel to the (0001) BeO surface.
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Figure 7. Crystallographic model of the ideal superposition of (111) diamond
on top of the (0001) basal planes of BeO. Grey, white and black
balls are respectively carbon, oxygen and beryllium atoms.



Figure 8. (a) <I 120>BeO cross-sectional TEM micrograph of diamond on BeO.

Figure 8. (b) [1010diamond SAD pattern from the BeO/diamond interface. Black
arrows denote BeO 0001 diffraction spots. White arrows denote 111
diffraction spots from cubic diamond. The angle between (O00l)BeO
and (0 1)diamond is approximatly 89.



Figure 9. SEM micrograph of a (1 11O)Beo plan-view TEM sample after
diamond deposition.



Figure 10. (a) Dark-field image of diamond grown on (1120) surface of BeO.

Figure 10. (b) SAD pattern obtained with the electron beam parallel to [1120]

zone axis of BeO. Black-arrowed spots identify the (1 100), (1101),
(0001) and (0002) planes of BeO; the white ones correspond to one
set of [I 11) planes of cubic diamond. The extra spots observed in
this figure come from double diffraction.



Figure 10. (c) Diffraction pattern of diamond shown in Fig. lOa tilted to its
[1111] zone axis. The six strong spots correspond to the (220}0 planes
of cubic diamond. The three black-arrowed spots are from BeO and
the six weak spots (white-arrowed) can be assigned as 1010 of

1
hexagonal diamond or 3(422) forbidden spots of cubic diamond.

Figure 10. (d) Dark-field image of the diamond obtained with one of the (2-20)
planes shown in Fig. loc.



Figure 11. (a) SAD pattern obtained from the large Be2C particle shown in
Fig.1 lb. Black arrows denote the 020, 220 and 200 diffraction

spots of Be2C. White arrows denote the 0001, (1100) and (1101)
diffraction spots of BeO.

Figure 11. (b) Dark field image of Be2C formed from one of the black-arrowed
spot shown in Fig. 1 la.



Figure 11. (c) HRTEM micrograph of a small Be2C particle showing the (1010)
and (0001) fringes of BeO with 0.234 nm and 0.438 nm spacing

respectively and two sets of (I111) fringes of Be2C with 0.247 nm
spacing.
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Elect ronic structure calculations predict that hypothetical ordered mixed crystals of c-BN anti
diamtond-C representative of the expected short-range order in the alloyrs show a very pronounced
band-gap bowing. This anomalous behavior LA believed to be related to the staggered hand lime-up at
the corresponding heterojtonction. The miscibility phas-e diagram of thin system is eatimated tuting a
sinape pseticdobinary ' regualar solution- mocdel for the short-range order and the energir, of formiat iott
of Lthe representative ordered compounds calcutlated front first-principles. It indicates that there is
onlY verY limnited mutual soluhility in the solid state. The bandgalts andi energies of formation of
Lthe disordered ternar * alloys are estlimated by means of cluster expansions.

PA( 'S: 1.5T . 61.5SSHg

1. INTRODUCTION

Dianiond and c-BN have recently received considerable attention because of their promising materials prolpertie.4
for abrasives. heat~sink~s. protective coatings and even wide-band-gap semiconductor applications. This interest. steunts
fromt the extreme values of these two materials* properties such as hardness. thernmal conductivity, elastic constanits.
anld hanld gapls (1j. The recent interest has surge-d as a result of the increased availability of these difficatilt to obtain
materials. This in turn resulted fromz the development of a number of novel growrth techniques among which are

riterget~ically e~iltanced (plasma. hot-filamient. microwave) chemical vapor deposition (CVI)) (21, laser ablatioi ([3] anid
ion. beami t~echntiques [4]. A basic difficulty common to both materials is that they are thermodynaniically only stable'
at htigh pre-,5ureq. the. low-pressure ground states being the layered hexagonal phases: graphite anti h-BNt

Mixed (.-BN layered hexagonal phas.. have beeti synthesized by a number of groups (.5-71 and studied thieoretically
by Litt et al. [8]. Badziat [5) hans iynthes-izedI mix ed crystals of diamioad and c-BIN by a high-pressuare high Letaperat tre
phiase t.r.nm.-rornaation technique start~ing from the layered hexagonal mixed crystals. Attetupts to grow rtthic muixed

1)linsei by ('VI have so far failed.
lit this paper. the results of electronic structure cakculatiouts of ithe cubic (N, 2  - sys5temn are presented. This

-thidy comtplemaent.s a lireviou- -study of the diaanondt/c-BN iteterojunction (9]. Our calculatiotns address thes ujatest iun of
the" lhaml gap) bheavior. the energy of formation and the phas-e stability. Rather restrictive bait plausible amssunaptiotas
an' mtadhe aluott thle !;hort.-raatge order in this alloy systeml.

The' pap#-r is organiized as follows. Sec. 11 describes- the compuitational approach. Sec. Ill descr :)ws the Assfiuaaptiouts
abotit thle sort-range order. litt section [V, we firsit discuss the result~s for the band gaps of the ordered cottpouatds.
niext thes phase diagram of the alloys, and finally, the properties of the disordered alloys. The conclusions of Iltis work
are summaruaized in Seýc.V.

11. C'OMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Tit, results presentad here wvere obtaitted us~itag Andersetn's linear muffin-tin orbital method (LMTO) in the' atoattir
spuhere Ap~proxn i atioii ( ASA ) itarlnuhing the socAlled conibited correction (101J. The Koltu-Shanan local dlensit riiunct.torda
theory (111 is use.d with titlte exchtange-correlat iota parametrizationt of Hedin aaad Ltandqvist (1"1-

The local density approximation (LDA ) is well knownt to underestimate the band gap" becaus-e the Kohti-_ShAma
eigeatvalates are itot strictly speaking qua.-iparticle excii atioia energie~s. lin this work, we estimate- the (Itiasillarticle self-
eaaergy correct~ionl tasitag ani expression dlerived by Becltsftedt and Del Sole (131. The latter Ls bpased on ati approximate
tre,'uttateut of Hedini's MV approximat~iont [14). lit Bechstedt and Del Sole's treatmenti (131. local field efi'ects are
iiegluected anad mantrix elements are calculated with a simple tight-binding approximationa to the LDA wave funactionts.
litt the' ffital clo-ed expression of the correction.

I + I.67tiiFv'' 1 ff



only well-known (luiant itie% appear such as tile dielectric constant (,. tile Thomas-Fermil scr"ening wave VeCtor $ITF*.

a I Id -,It ( (I - elp P)r-./2 + (I+ a4 p)r 8g/2J with r.4 and rgj efecive radii of cation and anion Slater orbit al, givenl
lby 1'.4 11 (114/.1(1.7 :; O.OSIZA - Zaj) writhn a the cubic lattice constant aind thle bond podarizabilitiis ap bap..9 onl
Harrison's iniversal t~ight.-binnding theory [1.51.

Our approach to studying tine disordered alloys involves two parts. The first is tihe calculation of properties- of
ordered compounids representative of the assumed short-range order. In the second part, the statistically averaged
prop~erti"; of (lie disordered alloys are determnined by a cluster expansion whose coefficients are derived b~y a InnaPPitn.,1
of the cluster expans-ion to tile ordered crystal results. This is a generalization of tine ('onnoly-Willianns approach(Mt].
Ili the- followinG section. we discus.s our assumptions about the short-range order and the choice of ordered stnictureq.

Ill. MODEL OF SHORT-RAINGE ORDER

Tine short.-range order in teterahiedrally bonded Ineterovalent ternary alloys, of which the presently studied C1'-ON
syst-em Iis a part icular case, has beeni discussed vigorously in a sot of papers mostly inl tile middle ztI's. Extetisivo
experimental and theoretical studies were devoted to (GaAs),Ge 2 1 1_,,. (G()Ge 1 , 17-261. A recent overview
of the, field call he found in Ref. (26].

Ill tihe dfilute limit of thle Ill-V component in the alloy, one may expect isolated grotip-Ill andl group-V imnpurities inl
a diamond lattice. That. is. one canl expect group-IIall(an group.-V elements to occur onl either of tine two fcc-snublattices
of tile dilanond lattice with, equtal probability. At a higher conceintration of tile, Ill-V component one may expl~rt a
t~rannsitionn t~o a nomninnally zinc-blende lattice inl which the group-Ill element. has a statistical preference for one of
the stiblittices and the group-V element. for the other. The sinmplest way to view this transition is as a percolationl
problenm (18]. More sophilsticated treatments will include energetic and/or surface growth considerations.

Fromn anl energetic point of view. onne mlay expect that the group-Ill and group-V elements would tend to he nearest.
neighbors. This is because the Ill-IV and IV-V (A\Z = ±1) bonds are under- and oversaturatexi respectively by
1/4I elect roti/lboln d. One thus canl gain up t~o -1/4 of the bandgap E(. by charge transfer from one to the other.
This compens.ation leads to charged ý?.ppor and acceptor bonds whuich costs electrostatic energy. As a resuilt. thle
compensation Is molst. effective for nearest neighbor Ill-IV and IV-V bonds; in which cast- the electrostatic energy cost
Ls minimized. Tliese compensation effects between over-and undersaturated bonds have been discussed by Dandrea
et. al. (271 and Lambrecht. et al. [281.

For similar elect~rostatic reasons. .1Z = ±2 bonds (V-V and 111-111) are unlikely to occur. These basically correspond
to antisito defects. which have a large energy of formationi (201. The same conclusion is reached fronm a study of inversirn
domalin boundaries- inl GaAs [281. In thle case of thle Ge-based alloys, there has been a controversy over thle presennie-.
or absi"nco of thle A1Z = ±2 so-called 'wrong- bonds [20. 242 It was shown by Holloway and Davis [22] that their
prese'nce inl any% significant amount would lead to a clos~ure of tile gap b-cautse of the a.ss-ociatet deep levels. This
wouild be ill disagreemnent with tine experimental dlata onl the bandgap behavior in these alloys and tlnis was nnll. as
anl arptmntennt for their absence.

Qs6rio el. al. (761 included the above mentioned electrostatic effect.., explicitly in a statistical tlnernnoilynnatiics
tretmetill'nt of t 6-nes alloys. Thley. concluded that the electrostatic effects tend to stabilize tine zinc-blende ordering over
the" (iamolnot qt.rnrtiire. Below thle nmelting temperature, however, both phases were found to he unstable towar'ls
phla~se separationi over most of the composition range. The energetic arguments against tile AZ = ±2 bon4,s and for
the -clusteriung- of AZ = ±1 bonds are even stronger for compounds withn larger iomnicity and thtus are nnore counpelling
for c-r3N thani for the GaAs and GaSb cases studied earlier.

F'rom 1ni d7ianis X-ray dliffract ion studies, [.5]. it appears that at least partial ziic-blenide ordlering canl fir assninniet
for I he. solid soinit ionnr of cbiaic C'-BNi prepared by hmin. That is. thne B anld N ions5 nainntaifi a prefereintial occupat iolu
oit iseparate fcc misllalt~ices of which a certaini percentag" are replaced by carboni atonins in the mnixed crrvstnl.

hin view% of thne above, we assýune that the short-ranige ordering is characterized by (In abseintce of B-B3 and N-
N bionds5. aund (2) nearest neighbor positoioning of B and N leadiung to local comnpensation of B-C' and N-C' bonds.
These p11lasible asquiunpt-ionls correspond basically to amsumninng anl almnost porfect local rharge' sifitraIbt! and local

tinnom(/' try. Qhlwoiisly. thins caunnot he strictly applicable in the dilute limiit ofsnnall z inl (BN),C'?1 -,n. We choose,
here iiot to treat the controversial subject of thle zinc-bletnde-to-diamnonndltransit ion. Rather. we focus on, tile- oamrsr
prolilenan of tile inniscibiihity ant tine properties of the most plausibile sltort-ainge order structure over most of the-
conuposit iont ranuge (.'xcludinng r < 1). whlicht. a~s argued above, has tine zinc-blennde structure.

As % -tlariting poinit.. we study hypothetical ordered structures based onl thle zinic-blende structure. Thle miodelsit-
investigated corresponid for r = 0.5 to ftne Lt. and for r = 0.2-5 and r = 0.7-5 to thne Lt, frc-superlattices of BN

and C, -m"nolecngles' oriented alontg tile (111) direction, Of conir". this does not imnply that we atttarln a mrnanhing
to thne" ,mnolecnnles as indepeiilenti or weakly interactinag enlitiiecs. Tile systenm obvious~ly i% not a miolecular erystlal.
This- choice correspondts to the C'onnolly-Willianrn (C'W) (16] 8..(' 4-. structures with n, E (0. 1.2.3.4) onl one of thet
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fcc-sublatticeq. III e-ach of theso. there Occurs ex'actly On'- typeý Of tile B,,C4 -.. fee-neares t neighbor tetrahedra. Tb.-.
t...trahet-dra fortin tile lhass of the cluster expansions used for the statistical tratment of the disordered alloys. For the#
p1urpo.w of statistically averaging the properties of the alloys, there is a one-to-one corres.pondenre holw~wn the- five-
ha~sic t~etralitdra and the five CIV-structures.

IV. RESULTS

A. Band gaps of ordered conipoumbi,

We start. with a discussion of tile hat ' I), of the purr materials. The bandgap of c-BN has hoon somewhat
controversial inl tile past. hecause- of t~he difficulty of obtaining single crystals of adequate size.. A ralue of 6.4 eV as
obtainied by absorption mnea~suremients by Chrenko (301 on high-pressure. synthesized cyrstals (.311. Recently. Mishinia
[321 mieasitred the. optical absorption edge to be 6.1 ±0.2 eX*. Our previous calculations vie-ldpil a hand gal, of .1.46tieV
withini LIM and 6.4 -V including thle Beclistedt-DeI Sole Correction. The hand gap) of diainond obtainmed bi the.-tante
commputatttionmal approach was .5.6 eV (4.1 eV in LDA) in fair agreement. with the experimental value of P5. V. Front
ouir anid their experience.. the Be~chst~edt-Del Sole approach is usually found to give a slight. overestimate with errors
of the order of a fpw 0.1 eV at. most..

Bas~e~d oil tile fact that. tile band gap of c-BNX is larger than that of diamond, one m)ight expect. that mlixed dialimonld-
c-BN crystals would have hand gaps larger thant that. of diamond. The calculated band gaps of ordered comnpounmds
art, shown in Fig. 1. The LDA values are indicated by squares. thle corrected v.alues [.331 by diamonds. C'ontrary
to simiple expectations. one sees that the gap initially shlows a dramatic decrease upon alloying c-BN into diamiond.
Evenm for the, 7.5%. c-BN compound. thle gap is smaller than that of diamond.

We believe that the reason for this anomalously strong bowing of the bandgap call be understood in terms of th~e
alignment of the energy bands in c-BN and diamond. As was shown in our earlier work on the heterojunctions between
Wthese two solids. the hiand offset is of the so-called type-Il. (i.e. staggered type). as shown in Fig. 2. This means
thint the. valence-hanld mlaximluml of thle composed system (mixed crystal or heterojunmction) is mainly C-like while. Llme
conductioni-band niininium is mainly BN-like with, in fact. a significant B-component because of the cation nature- of
thme latter. This iniplies that the effective band gap of the system is lower thani that of either of thme twro pure materials.
The.- effect. inl fact, is slightly mtore pronounced in the L10 structure studied here, which is a 1 + 1 (001) superlattice..
thaim it is in larger period superlattices approaching the semi-infinite heterojunctioii (91. This effect clearly may ie-
expectedl to occur in ot her alloy systems in which the heterojunctions between the two consitituent semiconduictors is
of type 11. e.g. Si(7BP (341.

B. Phase stability

As alre-ady me-ntionied, it is not clear that this system is a true solid solution in the the-rmodynamic sewse. First or
all1. Chi. apmar not to lie the# case for thle other hieterovalent ternary alloy systemis. and secondly one. may e-xpect phase.-
AA'paraf ion onl tow basis of the high interface energy of formation that we. previously calculated for the liet erojunet ioni
(9] We (liscitmss the.- mlis~cibility phase diagram here within a very simple approximation.

First, inl accordanice with the asumptions; about short-range order discussed inl ePc. 111. we treat the alloy- prob lem i
wt a pqrudohinary system of BN and C7 -nioleculei-. Secoiidly. the total energy of the solid solution is expanldid inl
a cutrexpanlsionl uising tile above described fcc-tetrahiedron approximation. Thle cluster energies are identified with
th. r'mme-rgit- of formiut nion of thle. corresponiding CW%-!ctructures as. explainedl in Se-c. Ill.

Fur sin iphici tv. %%-, igniore. thme snmal II laice. mlisinatclm (- I 'A) bet ween diamiond and c-S.N. Thuts we only nerd Ill,-
energy of roritmat ion ait thefir eqnitilibritnti volume. These." are founid fromi our fis-rnilstotal energTy ralrildatiolis
to follow a parabola very clostely. that is

with AH2 tile energy of thme Lt., conmpound equal to U.45S rV/atont. The subscript -o- standAl for -ordered- coplitil)Otl
as oppiosed to thme disordered alloys. While in general the CU-clu-ster expansion is equivalent to a 1ene ralizd Isings
phi~ miodel iinchmdimig triplet and tetrahedron interactions, thse special cae of a parabolic dependcence onl r is well

kntown to correspond to the Ising model with only nearest neighbor pair interactions.-

H = - EJ 2 s.s,. (3)

0ji)

Ill thle. pr~1emm caxw. J2 > Ui since like -molecuheit prefer eachm other over untlike- ones as nearest neighb~ors. This
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is indicated by the positive energy of formation or the compounds. This means that the alloy statistics. in this
approximiation is mapped oil that of the vwell known ferroniaguetic lsing model.

We briefly recall the -regiflar -,olutjon" or mean-field troeatnent. of this problem. fit this niutolel. the otilrnp.. of
mixing is app)roximat~ed by the point.-approxiniiat~ion in which 5 = -Lk(z In x - (1I - r) [in (1I - r)] with k the Holtzmnan
con-tiant. The free energy becomes Flr. T) = AH,(r) - TS(r). At low temperature. this function shows a maximlum
At r = 0.35 Awd two muinima qviinimerically located oil either side as, shown lin Fig. .3. With increasing temperatutre. dile
two tiniiniiti coniverge towards thle inaximumii unt~il above a certain critical temperaturr. TM,11.. they mnerge together i1ii

A .siamlap11 itmininumniil at. 50 'X. Thle locus of t~hese mninimia in the z - T plant- describes thle mniscibility gap (binodal line)
alici is givenl by

4T/.AH2 = (8x - 4)/(Itii - In (1I- r)]. (4)

The regoion where d2F/dr2 < 0i is unstable and is hounded hy the spinodal line

k-T/AH 2 = 8( I - 4) (5)

The critical tetmperature T,11, = 2.AH 2/k :z T700 K.
The ferromagnetic (sing model has been treated by means of more sophisticated statistical miethods. stclt as

Kikttclt~s cluster variation mnethod (CVNI) (35. 36]. With increasitng size of thle cltisten- taken into accotunt inl tite en-
t~ropy expression, onte ob~tains a decreasing correction factor of U.835-0.630 for T7 w, relative to that for the regular solit-
t~ioii ap~proximation. Tile tmost accurat~e value kntown for the critical temperature was obtained by a high-tempera' tire
expanlsion (37] which gives tile critical temperature as 0.81627 tiitnes the critical temperature of the regtmlar soblutiont
niodel. Eveni with this correction factor. TAW( :z: 630U K.

This is much higher than the melting temperature. which was estimated to be -3500 K for c-BN atnd -4000 K for
diamond at -10 C;Pa( ii. A tentative phase diagram including the renormialization of the critical temperature and the
position of the liquiduts line is s5hown in Fig. 4(a). As can he seen. our model predicts very limited mutuial solnbil-itv of
c-BN and diamiond in the solid state. in apparent conflict with Badziait's claim of having synthesized solid solutions
of comp~ositions 0.15 < r1U4 < 0.6.

We next. consider possible improvements to t~he simplified treatmient giv~en above. Including the lattice mismiatch of
about 1 % requires expanding diamond and compressing c-BN to the common lattice constant of the mixied crystal
which will cost atm additionial etnergy A-E,. This should be followed by a relaxationm of the bond lengths in the alloy.
releashitg anl energy AE- Thesce two effects partially cancel each other. We estimiate that this. may change the. eniergies
of fornitatioti and tlttis the temperature scale by at most a few percent. This wotuld thuts not alter our coniclutsion that.
thle mtiscib~ilit~y critical temiperatuire lies well above the melting temperature.

A more important consideration mlight. be the inclusion of long-range correlations. In somle cotumoni-antoti pseit-
lobinarv iy~stemts. this hia.s beena shown to lead to lowering of thle mniscibility critical temperature by a- nitch as (;U

'X (3s(. A renornialization of this magnitude would bring Tt,%C; down to thle order of the melting teniperature. Ill
part~icttlar. the fourth ttearest neighbor pair interaction, which is between cations liitked alonug the bond-chains iut lIt'
(110) clirrctiomi. was found to be quite important. in Ferreira et al.'s [38] work . Since this has beenm foinde to he a
ratl her genleral teat tire ~ 39J. a s5imillar effect. may wvell occur iii the present sytenti. For tile purpoot of illutstral limg
tie following disculsstonl. we show ili Fig. 41(h) another tetntative phasediagrami whicht inicludes a 61) %. retortnalizatioti
due to these effects.

A cotmplete treat went of loiig-ratigo effect.s is beyond the scope of the present paper. Sutch a treatilent shlovld
proal% ke hased onl extentsions of t lie Blume- Etiery-Criffiths S = I splin Hainilitonian (40] which was filst appliedr

to, tl11. prr)Iletmm of lt,-terovalet-ti tertiary (llV-Valloys by Newrniati et al. (20j. Tile genieric phiase diagratt of thisi
miode-l Ilanmiltoitiati is characterized hy tilie presence of a Miscibility gal, attil anl order-dixordler t ransti-int hetwoei Ithe
zitac-11lende- a tid diamlonld phases ill tile s-olid colutition regioni ahove lthe mis5cibility gap wrhichm enlds at thle hillo(Il line'
inl a t~ricrit ical point. We have thuls tetit ativelv indicated a zitmc-blende-to-dianiotad tratnsition in Fig. 4(h) witl Iitll,-
ittidergttiditlig that. thle positioti of thle transaýtton ts. of course. not kniown at t his pointt As is itndicated by thve cuest 4.iou
mtark. We tetitatively .placed the linte close to the diamiond limit becausce Badziatis [51 restilts inidicate that ait least.
pa~rtial zitic-hleamde ordering was present iii his samples, dowit to xr = 0.15. We', emphasize that the forni of the phmase~
(hingratilshovti here is very schemiatic. See for e.g. the papers of Newmlan et al. [71J] And Os~rio et al. (261 for realistic
phtase diagratms of the .5 = I HAtitiltonian for variouis valites of the relevamat paranieters.

Inl thle situationi depicted by Fig. 4(b). otie may imiagine quenching the syslotin fronti above the miscibility gal)
to lower temperatures. Above thle miscibility gAP. but below the melting line. the system would either have the
dinatitooid or zinc-blendse -depondiuig ott wrhichi side we are of the order-disorder transit ioit line-- solid solutiont phAse
ast t~herniodyntitnic etpuiilibriuti state. Thle corresponding phiase would t lits be frozeni inl at low tenliperatitre. Tlec
arguinitent helliitd t his is that at temperatures low with respect to tile meltitng point phiase -Piaration would he

4



hindere-d b% kinietic harriers which we will so- are large. Ini a -light variation of this picture. one ninaginen the orde-r-
disorder transit ion line continued inside the miscibility gap as a metastable transifion. In that cme. If "e arp at a
polint vertically below a t~heninodvniamic equilibrium zinc-hlende phase. bill onl the, left of tile mem~stalibiruilin
line. the. diamond phiase would have a lower free, energy than the zinc-blende phase. eveni though both have higher
frr etirrgits than the phase sweparated state. The argumenit that. such a transition could occur is that the chauge.
front ztinc-hiende to diamond ordering req~uires only local rearangonemet of the Atomis. This is lo-m hindermd by kinetic
harriers, thai is phase separation. Of course. the speed at which the temperaturp of the systint is lowered couild

iltrnlewhich of the the two outcomes prevails.
We note that. there has bee"n significant controversy regarding this picture in eitiier or its two variants. A proposed

alternative theory is that the order-disorder transition between the diamond and zinc-blend.- piase,. r ound experi-
mentally for the (4e-hasedl alloys, is purely of surface growth kinetic origin [21.22]. -Still anlother possiblility snggestetl
11% Os6rio et. al. (261J but. remaining to he explored is that a surface thermodynaitic equnilibriumi phase ge4-t frozen it.
becatse of absence of full hulk thermiodynamtic eq~uilibratioti.

oile way to test thle validity of thle -bulk thermiodynamic- app~roach~ to this problemt is to calculate the rel4evantf
interact ion paraiieters fromn first-principles. The~re have only been limited attemptps to calculate- the interactioui
parameters of the S = I Hanmiltonian fromt electronic structure calculations. The existing calculations (24-261 lead 'o
paramneters which wouild give a very high miscibility temperature (significantly higher than Lthe liquidlis linle). Those
ro-5tilts are similar to ouir present findings for the C'-BN system. Osorio -t. al. [261 fomnd this to he true even wheii
AZ = ±*2 bonds were excluded and the electrostatic and AXZ = ±1 compensation effect-s were takeni hino account
as. inl effect., has beeni done iii the pre-ent work by our assumptions about shiort-range order. Now, a misisbility gall
temiperature above the melting point, as depicted Iin Fig. 4(a). makes the scentario of quenching inl the zinc-blind.-rormi
from a high temperature solid solution impossible. This fact lends indirect, support to the idlea that surface, (kinetic
or p~seudo-equilihirium thermodynamic) effects need t~o be invoked to explain the zinc-blende ordering. lndve"l. a
miscibility gal) temperature above the melting temperature would indicate that the mixed cry~stals or alloys can onily
boe formed by condensation or solidification of a mixed ga~s or liquid phase in which, of course, a zinc-blende ordering
does itot. make sense.

The -solid solutions- of c-BN-dianiond obtained in Badzian's work (51 were obtained by direct (i.e. non-catalytic)
solid state transformation of hexagonal C-BN crystals (obtained by CVD) at high temperature > 3.301) K and p", itris
of - 14 G'Pa. As stated in the paper. temperatures above the melting temperature may bave occuredl in the center of
thle saniple. Thtus, the synt-hesis of mixed crystals does not contradict our prediction of the miscibility gap toniperature
llcilig Above till Melting point.

Ini !immary. fly analogy to thle more extensively studied Ge--ba.-ed terniarios. the phase diagram of Fig. 41(a)
followiing directly front oiir calculationis. appears more likely than t~hat of F'g. 4(h). Nevertheless, we- note [fiat none
of t~ime calculations of heiterovalmnt ternaries so far has included thle type of long-ratit; effect-5 which were fouind to~
lie inipor-ant for conmimoii-anion pseulobittaries. We call thus not comtpletely exclude the situation indlicate-d ili Fiit.
.4(hb). The experiment~al evidenice is at present insufficient to distinguish hetweem the, two pictures.

Rel'xhing sonmc of the as-timptions about short-range order inl our tre-atment (e.g. the, requirementti that B and! N
Aulways occuir as nearest ticighiltos) would introduce configurations of higher energy and thus presumiably incrrva-t
77t,,. Onl111 t-ll- existenice of special long-ranige order would -seem to allow for anl Appreciable lowering or' Tjjt;. Eve--t
with1 a lowering of T,1lL; by 60 %.. it does not. lie much lower thain the lirquidus. The conclusion of limited mmmisoribilitv
at. rea~sonablyi low t-enperat ure-5 would thtus remain valid eveni in this case.

Although thle (.'-BN alloys5 are titus -In principle unstable towards phiase separationi at room temperature. it -ali
"easily lie Hee imt Alloys are hindered from phase separating by large kinietic harriers. Indeed, we note- that phase'

--parl. ioni wot.1il ret jmiire hotiri breaking anid subrtantiial diffusioni. 'Sine tilie bond-tiretigihs Are of tie order of 4 A".
kiiu.-t hichurriers wvill he huge comtpared to the -driving force- towardls phase soeparAtioit The latter cani 1-e lideniillit-l
tviti I li,- ene'rgy of format oio wvhich is all order of masniltude smaller as mentioned ablove.

For all practical pIrmi-ose-. tliter mixed crystals thus appear likeP true solid solution-s even thouigh they are- in priniciplel
ijietast able. As is well known. this svstem is inl addition met astable towards the hexagonal layered phases- at ambient-Il
lpressure-.

C'. Properties of disordered allo~ys

Time properties of the disordered alloys such as the energy of formatiomi ad thep bandgap cati he expanded ill a
chuster e-xpanlsioni. A%. note- that within the CAWii one miight calculate thle probability distdributiont of lthe te-trahtedral
clustersc fromi the otnergy miniiimization of the free energy. The-te may deviate fronm thle randlom (binoomital) elist ribiel ionv.

Hlowe-ver. -tinlce the mis-cibliily gap critical temtperalure is rather mnce~rtain. as wast (iscim-ed above, and t11me mixetd
comtigtuuie(bc are. inl fact. likely to have, beeni formed its file liqluid state, tbe us~e of a raljilldo~mn hiibiltion for statislical



avo-ragiiii; qotn~s Appropriate here.
For t no enorg of formiation. this averaging leadls to

.44
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ofsther xallysisoi iaso pobaln e. ovre o the abec fBBad Nbondgas theanuorse toftaerepctdhg energi)anines.

The shot-afndnge ofdr this prorle ian tetrateB-inod asixpedcrytls iard alloys prbexh.i ahe anoeluylrgies bffratinda
bwithg. whichmde weprose fudto bereate oto the stgerrmged i ba ind- gst aoý.T hervle edt the orrpeddi etrou ction. Iii

the miiscibilit~y gap temperature would be well above the liquidus line. Although this conclusion is in agreoement
with nmore comiplete treatments of other heterovalent ternary semiconductor alloy systeims. sorni uncertainty remaiwt
with regards to this conclusion. Indeed, long-range correlations have not been taken into account in any of thls
troatnien~t. These correlations have been found to lower the miscibility gap temporature by as rimcli as 60 % in soill.'
cu,,,nmon-attioi ?einicondtictor alloy systemns. An alternative tentative phise. diagram was constructed ineludinig such.
a reumwritializaitioit. The expewrimiental conditions in which the mixed crystals were synthocized could he consistnt rit wal
eit her of the tentative phase diagrams of Fig. 4 although our analysis seemis to favor Fig. 4(a). Further work will Ibe
ri~tjuired to sort out which of these two alternatives applies.

The. -In priiiciple- nmetastability of the system shouild, however, not be a practical impodimeont to their itse and-
faurf her .s1tidy s5ince kinetic barriers towards plia"s separation are expected to be huge. eve-n at f-,irly elevatedl temiptr-

atie.We hope this s0ttdy will lead to further experimiental work on this system which could verifyv ouir predictitimus
about the hanid gapsq.
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FIC. 1. Band gap as a function of composition for
zinc-hlbemh, derived (BN),C'lj-_, ordered crystals: LDA

i. sl f-v.i-rgy corrected [13] (dianmonds) and ranldom
allu.hy (-.tt 1olh 1 fll linle).

FIt(. 2. Band-offset at dianmond-C/c-BN heterojundion.

FI:. .3. Free energv of(BN),C'* 2,-, alloys within Ihereg-
ular srhmilioit model.

Fl(;. 4. Teilalive pia.s-t diagrams of c-BN-diamond. (a)
"Ptrrrum~ma~g,-lic. .•hg"n immodel treated within regular solutlon



app~roximation renorinalized by 8*2 % (b) same as (a) but in-

deading an ad-hoe 61 7. lowering of the miscibility gap due
to lonK-range correlations. A hypothetitical diamond (D) to
zinc-bleiidv (ZB) order-diLorder transition is tentativelv indi-
cated with ? and dotted line. The liqtuidus line separating
the liquid (L) front the solid portion of the phase diagram is
indicated in hoth.
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